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Abstract

The influence of fiber drawing on mechanical and vibrational properties of RE-doped sol-gel silica is disclosed by a

comparison of bulk silica, before and after the melting process, and fibers.

The mechanical characterization is carried out by nanoindentation technique: hardness and elastic modulus are found

to be consistent with those of Corning7980 reference glass, and related to the elasto-plastic behavior of the glassy

material. Our results evidence an increase of the resistance of fibers to fracture under an applied load, ascribed

to drawing-induced residual stresses. Their impact on sol-gel silica mechanical properties is further disclosed by

complementary vibrational characterization by Raman and FTIR spectroscopies, confirming the occurrence of a mod-

ification of the structural features after the drawing process and of residual stresses in the fibers.

The overall results highlight the role of the fiber drawing in improving the glass mechanical properties, causing a

slight rearrangement of the silica structure.
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1. Introduction1

Recent studies demonstrated that the sol-gel synthesis technique allows to achieve a good rare earth (RE) ions2

incorporation and dispersion inside the glass matrix for RE concentrations below 1 mol% [1]; only for higher concen-3

trations, the formation of RE-rich nanocrystalline clusters, affecting the glass homogeneity, was observed [2, 3, 4].4

Moreover, the glass synthesis by sol-gel method can be performed by using high purity precursors, thus reducing5

the level of unwanted impurities and aiming at a good control of the material defectiveness. Therefore, RE-doped6

silica glasses prepared by sol-gel route were recently shown to be suitable materials for the realization of scintillating7

optical fibers, opening their application perspectives for real-time dosimetry in the medical field [5, 6], as well as for8
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high-energy physics experiments [7], with a special focus on the simultaneous dual-readout approach for the improve-9

ment of the calorimeters energy resolution [8]. Praseodymium and Cerium ions have been considered as promising10

luminescent activators because of their fast allowed transition from the 5d excited level to the 4 f ground state, leading11

to emission bands in the UV-blue spectral region.12

During fiber drawing [9], the silica glass preform is heated close to its melting temperature under an applied axial13

tension; upon exiting the furnace, the temperature of the fiber is abruptly lowered down from around its melting point14

of 1980 K to below 500 K. This drastic temperature drop in the glass has been demonstrated to bring about residual15

stresses in the drawn silica fibers, persisting even when no external forces are applied and originating partially from16

the difference in the thermal and mechanical properties between the core and the cladding [10, 11, 12, 13]. On the17

other hand, the harsh temperature conditions experienced during the drawing process have been proven to maintain the18

amorphous character of silica network and a good dispersion of RE dopant ions [14]. However, a careful comparison19

of the fiber and bulk glass properties could reveal differences especially in the mechanical and vibrational features;20

in fact, a readjustment of the SiO2 network, induced by the high temperature treatment associated with the drawing21

procedure, is expected to occur. The process could indeed affect, either negatively or positively, the defectiveness of22

the glass network, with several consequences in the material characteristics, such as the mechanical performances and23

the local environment surrounding the luminescent centers.24

The effect of the fiber drawing on the resistance to ionizing radiation damage has been extensively discussed for25

pure silica-core fibers [15, 16, 17], polymer-clad silica fibers [18], and sol-gel silica [7, 19]: especially in the latter26

case, the drawing process turned out to positively induce a reduction of the concentration of radiation-induced defect27

precursors, leading to an improvement of the resistance to radiation damage for what concerns the scintillation perfor-28

mances. This result is a promising essential feature for scintillation applications that involve high levels of irradiation29

dose.30

The investigation of the mechanical properties of sol-gel silica can be included in the framework of the so-called31

anomalous behavior of glasses, of which fused silica is the most significant example [20, 21]: the accepted expla-32

nation for the anomalous behavior of silica lies in the tetrahedral bond structure of the basic silica network, which33

allows relative motions of the atoms of the Si-O-Si linkages. The distinction between normal and anomalous behavior34

extends from the mechanical and thermal properties to the material deformation and fracture characteristics: these35

properties have been demonstrated to be highly dependent on the spatial arrangement of the silica tetrahedra [22].36

Anomalous glasses are expected to show densification under an applied external load and reduced residual stresses at37

the indentation site, with consequently shortened radial cracks length, compared to normal glassy materials.38

In this work, we present the mechanical properties of sol-gel silica fibers compared to those of the parent bulk39

glass, in order to disclose the role of the fiber drawing on the characteristics and performances of this material. A40

detailed characterization has therefore been carried out by the nanoindentation technique on different glass samples,41

from preforms to fibers through intermediate drawing stages, since few studies have been reported so far on sol-gel42

silica, especially in the fiber form. The comparison with reference glass is then exploited to discuss the obtained43
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results. These studies are complemented by Raman and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) analyses, in order to44

investigate the influence of the drawing process on the vibrational features of sol-gel silica and to confirm the pres-45

ence of residual stresses derived from the thermal history experienced by sol-gel silica during the fiber drawing: a46

qualitative correlation with the nanoindentation outcome is then established.47

2. Materials and Methods48

Pr-doped silica glass with concentration of 0.05 mol% and Ce-doped silica glasses with Ce concentrations of49

0.0125 mol% or 0.05 mol% were prepared by sol-gel method using tetramethylortosilicate (TMOS) and Pr,Ce(III) as50

precursors. Alcogels were obtained after gelation and subsequently dried in a thermostatic chamber for a few weeks.51

The obtained xerogels were densified up to 1225 °C, in order to obtain doped preforms with dimensions of 70 mm in52

length and 10 mm in diameter.53

Pr-doped and 0.05 mol% Ce-doped preforms were then drawn into fibers by Polymicro Technologies (Phoenix, USA),54

while the 0.0125 mol% Ce-doped preform was drawn by the Optoelectronic Research Center (Southampton, UK): a55

fluorinated SiO2 cladding wrapping the RE-doped core was used in order to guarantee a good light guiding by the56

core-cladding interface.57

Seven samples were considered and compared in this work, varying in their characteristics and experienced treat-58

ments. The first one was obtained as a 0.5 mm slice of the 70 mm long Pr-doped bulk preform prior to the drawing.59

Two other samples with thickness of 1.8 mm and 2.5 mm were cut from the leftover of the fiber drawing process of60

the 0.05 mol% Ce-doped silica preform: only the 1.8 mm thick one was irradiated with X-rays up to 1 kGy. Another61

sample with thickness of 2.3 mm was cut from the leftover of the fiber drawing process of the 0.05 mol% Pr-doped62

silica preform. Eventually, three 10 mm long pieces of silica fibers fully drawn to the desired diameter, doped with63

0.05 mol% Pr, 0.05 mol% Ce, and 0.0125 mol% Ce, were embedded in epoxy resin and measured. Similar outcomes64

were obtained at varying dopant specie and Ce concentration: therefore, only the results concerning the 0.05 mol%65

Ce-doped fiber were reported in the following. A Corning 7980 synthetic glass commonly used as reference for the66

nanoindentation analysis was also measured, in order to better characterize the properties of silica glass obtained by a67

more recently developed sol-gel synthesis method, of which only few studies discussed the mechanical behavior.68

Fig. 1 schematically shows a sketch of the neck-down from the preform dimension to the final fiber diameter: the69

approximate positions of the samples along the fiber neck-down are also displayed. The intermediate samples are70

denoted hereafter as melted samples: they have a similar thermal history with respect to the fibers, because they both71

experienced the high temperature treatment of the drawing process. While the fiber pieces are cut from the fiber72

completely drawn to the final diameter, the melted samples are taken from the leftover remaining in the drawing neck-73

down. Therefore, they can be considered as residuals of the drawing, and their properties intermediate with respect to74

the pristine preform and the fully drawn fiber.75

Nanoindentation measurements were performed using Hysitron Ti960 nanoindenter. Two different measurement76
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Preform 
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Ø 0.75 mm
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Figure 1: Schematic sketch of the final part of a drawn preform. The investigated samples were taken as representatives of different stages of the

drawing process. The initial and final diameter are reported in the figure.
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heads were used depending on the maximum applied load. The standard instrument head was used for loads up to77

10 mN: this head combines a piezoelectric scanner for “coarse” head displacement and a capacitive transducer for78

tip loading and fine displacement. An Omniprobe that allows for indents up to 500 mN was used for higher loads.79

Omniprobe uses an inductive system in order to control force and to measure tip displacement. For hardness and elas-80

tic modulus measurements we used diamond Berkovich tips (triangular pyramid with total included angle 142.3°).81

Diamond corner-cube tips (triangular pyramid with total included angle 90°) were used for toughness measurement82

from crack lengths. Tips were provided by Synton-MDP (Switzerland). The area function was calibrated by inden-83

tation on Corning 7980 synthetic glass by using the standard procedure described in [23]. Indents were performed84

using a standard “trapezoidal” load function with a loading rate of 200 µN/s, a hold time of 2 s and an unloading85

rate of 200 µN/s. All the samples were measured in cross-section: one side of the sample slice was glued with a86

proper glue for nanoindentation testing to the instrument table, made of stainless steel, which is placed and fixed87

under the tip; the other side directly faced the indenter tip. The latter was previously optically polished to avoid high88

levels of roughness. The same procedure applied for fibers embedded in epoxy resin: in this case, the measurement89

in cross-section allowed to separately evaluate the different properties of the core and the cladding. Data analysis, to90

extract elastic modulus and hardness, was also done with the well-established model proposed by [23]. Images for91

crack length measurements were performed recording topography after indentation by sweeping the tip thanks to the92

piezoelectric scanner in the standard indentation head: 2 µN was set as scanning load. “Gradient” images were also93

recorded by measuring deviations in normal force during feedback loop control as they allow for easier detection of94

edges and cracks. The length of the cracks was then evaluated by the analysis of the raster scan images of the residual95

impressions by ImageJ software [24].96

Raman spectra were recorded at room temperature (RT) by a micro-Raman spectrometer (Labram, Jobin-Yvon),97

equipped with a microscope; the excitation source was an internal He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm, and the unpolarized98

Raman spectra were collected in back-scattering configuration through a CCD (charge coupled device) detector and99

corrected for spectral response of the apparatus.100

FTIR spectra were recorded with a micro-FTIR Nicolet iN10, using two geometries: in the range 2000 - 4000 cm−1
101

the spectra were collected in transmission mode, while the range 400 - 2000 cm−1 was investigated in reflection mode.102

The spectral resolution was 4 cm−1 and at least 128 accumulations were used. The sampled area was 300 µm x 300103

µm.104

3. Results and Discussion105

3.1. Mechanical properties by nanoindentation technique106

The nanoindentation technique is a powerful tool for determining the mechanical properties of materials at nano-107

metric scale, like the hardness, the elastic modulus, and the toughness. The mechanical parameters can be evaluated108

directly from the measurement of the indentation load and of the indenter tip displacement on the material surface;109
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this feature makes the technique largely attractive, allowing an insight of the elastic-plastic behavior of materials, and110

a measurement of the residual stress levels. Exhaustive reviews of the nanoindentation method, from its introduction111

to the latest advancements, can be found in [23, 25].112

Images of the residual impressions left on the material surface after a nanoindentation measurement are reported113

in Fig. 2. The images were used to evaluate the length of the cracks developing from the indentation corners, when114

occurring. In panels (a) and (b), the maximum load of 9 mN was chosen as example for the images to be shown, but115

residual impression images were recorded for all the measurements carried out at varying load, in the 1 - 10 mN range116

with 1 mN step. The distance between each indentation is 20 µm. For the bulk preform (panel a), the nanoindenta-117

tion test did not provide any useful result, because of the blurry residual impression image, probably due to the poor118

quality of the sample surface, which turned out to be isotropically rough even after polishing. This observation can be119

ascribed to the absence of any high temperature treatment on this sample. The formation of cracks is visible for the120

melted sample (panel b): a threshold load at which the first cracks appear does not exist for the melted sample, since121

cracks formed even at the minimum considered loads. On the other hand, in the case of the fiber (panels c and d), the122

cracks started to develop when a threshold applied load is reached, as described in the following. This phenomenon123

suggests that the drawing process induces an increase of the mechanical resistance of silica to applied external loads.124

A second set of measurements was therefore performed on fibers by increasing the maximum applied load in the125

range 10 - 100 mN, with 5 mN step; this test revealed that the threshold load for fibers was around 20 mN. An example126

of residual impression image from this second set of nanoindentations is shown in panel (c) for a maximum applied127

load of 35 mN. The presence of a threshold load for cracks formation points towards the existence of compressive128

residual stresses and to the increase of the toughness in the fibers, with respect to the other silica samples [26]. Above129

60 mN, the nanoindentation impression images did not provide any useful information for the evaluation of the cracks130

length, because of the occurrence of a high level of chipping, as displayed in panel (d).131

Cracks formed under a cube-corner indentation are “quadrant” or quarter-penny shaped: it was demonstrated that132

the length of cube-corner indentation cracks can provide a good estimate of residual stresses sampled over small vol-133

umes [27]. It is the residual component of the contact stress field that determines indeed the ultimate radial crack134

size. In Fig. 3(a), the characteristic dimensions of quarter penny-like radial/median cracks are sketched. Moreover,135

from the direct measurement of the crack traces c on the indented surface as a function of the load P, the toughness136

Kc can be calculated via Eq. 1, where E is the Young modulus and H the hardness; Eq. 1 is valid only in the case of a137

cube-corner indenter tip geometry [28].138

Kc = 0.036

√
E
H

P
c3/2 (1)

The toughness is an important fracture parameter, defined as the ability of a material to absorb energy and plastically139

deform without fracturing.140

In Fig. 3(b), the average cube-corner indentation crack length as a function of load is reported, comparing Ce-141

and Pr-doped sol-gel silica (full symbols), and Ce-doped silica before and after 1 kGy X-ray irradiation (black round142
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a

c

b

d

9 mN 9 mN

35 mN 75 mN

Figure 2: Raster scan of the residual impressions after an indentation measurement in sol-gel silica glass, performed recording topography by

sweeping the tip thanks to the piezoelectric scanner in the standard indentation head: 2 µN was set as scanning load. The indenter was a cube-

corner tip and the width of field was 5 µm. (a) Pr-doped sol-gel silica preform, applied load 9 mN. (b) Ce-doped sol-gel silica melted sample,

applied load 9 mN. (c) Ce-doped sol-gel silica fiber core, applied load 35 mN. (d) Ce-doped sol-gel silica fiber core, applied load 75 mN: in this

case, the presence of chipping prevented the accurate measurement of crack length.
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Figure 3: Left panel: schematic of a cube-corner indentation site. The dashed lines represent the cracks occurring at each corner site when the

threshold load for the investigated material is reached. The hardness impression with the characteristic dimensions l, a, and c of quarter-penny like

radial/median crack is shown. Right panel: crack length as a function of increasing maximum applied load. Each data point corresponds to the

average over the three cracks developing from the indentation corners; the crack traces corresponding to the parameter c of the left panel have been

considered. Melted samples doped with two different RE ions, namely Ce and Pr are compared; for the same Ce-doped silica melted sample, the

effect of X-ray irradiation is also investigated.

symbols). The incorporation of Pr ions, with respect to Ce ions, does not seem to influence the nanoindentation143

response; moreover, the X-ray irradiation does not turn out to affect the mechanical behavior of sol-gel silica, since144

the obtained values are similar, taking into account the measurements uncertainties. The choice of the dose value to145

test was made in accordance with our previous results [7, 19], which evidenced a relevant radiation damage on the146

optical properties of sol-gel silica at a dose of the order of 1 kGy, that is significant for the application of silica glasses147

as scintillators.148

The so-called load-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 4, displaying the depth reached by the tip in the surface149

deformation as the applied load increases up to the maximum set value (loading segment); during the unloading150

process, the applied load is gradually released and the deformation is partially recovered, so that the depth of the151

indenter decreases. In Fig. 4, the load-displacement curves are reported as a function of increasing maximum applied152

load in the 1 - 10 mN range (left panel) for the non-irradiated Ce-doped silica melted sample, and as a function of153

the stage of the drawing process the samples come from (right panel), as reported in the legend. For the bulk sample,154

no significant results were obtained, as explained above: therefore, only the curves related to the melted and the155

fiber samples are displayed. Since the indenter tip is very sharp, it was possible to separately measure the fiber core156

and cladding, in order to check the influence of fluorine on the hardness of silica: the mechanical behavior of the157

fiber cladding can therefore be located in between that of the melted sample and that of the fiber core. Despite the158
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Figure 4: Load-displacement curves for nanoindentation measurements in sol-gel silica, showing elastic-plastic behavior. Left panel: load-

displacement curves as a function of increasing maximum applied load for the non-irradiated Ce-doped silica melted sample. The formation of

cracks leads to the presence of a step along the loading segment of the curves related to the highest applied loads. Right panel: load-displacement

curves for samples from different stages of the drawing process, listed in the legend. The maximum applied load was 9 mN.

difference in composition and synthesis method between the fluorinated silica cladding and the sol-gel silica core of159

the fiber, the mechanical behavior of the cladding has to be taken into account because it is a significant component160

of the final fiber that can influence its overall application-oriented properties and performances. Indeed, a shift of the161

load-displacement profiles towards increasing hardness can be clearly pointed out when comparing the melted sample162

and the fiber curves: the application of the same maximum load of 9 mN led to a decrease of the maximum penetration163

depth achieved in the fiber cladding and even more in the fiber core.164

Moreover, a step appears in the portion of the curve related to the loading phase, well observable for the highest165

applied loads in the left panel: it is due to the formation and development of cracks. In the ideal case of a fully elastic166

contact, the unloading curve should be superimposed to the loading segment. In the case of sol-gel silica, an elastic-167

plastic contact occurs: indeed, the unloading curve is well-distinguished from the loading one and the area enclosed168

between them represents the energy lost as heat during plastic deformation. During unloading there is some degree of169

elastic recovery as the elastically strained material outside of the plastic zone relaxes and tries to resume its original170

shape: in the load-displacement curves, this is evidenced by a reduction in displacement with decreasing load. Elastic171

recovery is prevented from happening entirely by the presence of the plastic zone; residual impressions thus remain in172

the surface, like those reported in Fig. 2. Therefore, deformation during unloading is demonstrated to be both elastic173

and plastic in nature.174

Assuming a sharp transition from elastic to plastic behavior, the load-displacement curve can be modeled accord-175
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ing to [25]:176

P = E∗
[

1√
π tanα

√
E∗

H
+

(
2(π−2)

π

)√
π

4

√
H
E∗

]−2

h2 (2)

where P is the load, E∗ is the effective elastic modulus, H is the hardness, assumed to be constant, α is the equivalent177

cone angle dependent on the indenter tip, and h is the displacement. The hardness is the resistance to localized plastic178

deformation induced by either mechanical indentation or abrasion: it is dependent on the material microdurability and179

cannot be considered a fundamental material property. The elastic modulus E∗ measures the resistance of a material180

to be elastically deformed when a stress is applied and is evaluated as the combined elastic modulus of the contacting181

bodies, namely the indenter and the sample: the indenter is usually made of diamond, thus being E∗ dominated by182

the elastic properties of the investigated specimen for most materials. It can be calculated via Eq. 3: this formulation183

takes into account the occurrence of elastic displacements in both materials.184

1
E∗

=
(1−ν2)

E
+

(1−ν ′2)

E ′
(3)

E ′ = 1141 GPa and ν ′ = 0.07 are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the diamond indenter, respectively. The185

value of ν = 0.17 for fused silica has been considered for the calculation of E∗ [29].186

In order to evaluate the hardness and the elastic modulus of sol-gel silica, the initial part of the unloading curve is187

the most significant: in principle, the two parameters can be obtained by fitting a polynomial expression of the second188

order to the unloading data, according to Eq. 2, and finding the derivative and the slope. However, it can be observed189

that the unloading response is fairly linear in the initial part, and thus the contact appears to have a linear dependence190

on the load, justifying the use of a linear fit to the upper portion of the unloading data, namely between 45 % and191

90 % of the maximum.192

In Table 1, the parameters describing the mechanical properties of silica samples are listed and compared to those193

related to a sample of bulk glass Corning 7980 used as reference. Nanoindentation measurements on the preform194

sample were affected by a poor quality of the rough surface; therefore, a higher uncertainty is associated to the195

obtained parameters, ascribed to a greater scattering of the data. We underline that the parameters obtained for sol-gel196

silica samples are close to those of the reference bulk glass and in good agreement with the values reported in the197

literature [30, 31]. Furthermore, a slight increase of the values of H and E was evidenced in the fiber, compared to the198

other samples, thus confirming a strengthening of the hardness induced by the fiber drawing process, which involves199

high temperature treatments coupled to fast cooling rates. The toughness could be evaluated only when the formation200

of cracks occurred: also in this case, the value of Kc resulted to be higher in the fiber.201

202

In the following sections, the discussion of the modifications of sol-gel silica structural properties, induced by the203

fiber drawing process, is delved deeper through the investigation of the vibrational features by means of Raman and204

FTIR spectroscopies. The vibrational spectra help to deepen the understanding of the mechanical nanoindentation205

results reported so far and to correlate the existence of drawing-induced residual stresses with the observation of a206
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Table 1: Average values of hardness, elastic modulus, and toughness evaluated for sol-gel silica samples measured by nanoindentation. Missing

data where no formation of cracks was observed. The high uncertainty associated to the toughness data can be ascribed to the great scattering of

crack length values.

Corning 7980 Preform Melted Fiber

H (GPa) 8.6 ± 0.5 8.2 ± 2.3 8.1 ± 0.4 9.3 ± 0.7

E (GPa) 72 ± 3 78 ± 11 73 ± 3 79 ± 3

Kc (Pa · m0.5) 580 ± 130 547 ± 100 875 ± 260

mechanical strength increase in the fibers, compared to bulk silica.207

3.2. Vibrational properties by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy208

Raman spectra of RE-doped sol-gel silica at different stages of the drawing process are displayed in Fig. 5,209

normalized to the ω3 band maximum: the labels refer to the vibrational assignments, made according to the literature210

[32, 33]. General features resembling those corresponding to pure silica glass can be detected: Raman structures of211

SiO2 are observed at about 440, 800, and 1100 cm−1 (ω1, ω3, and ω4 bands, respectively), corresponding to the Si -212

O rocking vibration of bridging oxygens, to the mixed stretching-bending Si - O vibration, and to transverse optical213

and longitudinal optical antisymmetric stretching, respectively [34, 35, 36]. The band at around 1100 cm−1 is more214

prominent in the FTIR spectra and is described in detail below. The D1 and D2 peaks at 490 and 610 cm−1 are215

due to the symmetric breathing modes of fourfold and threefold planar tetrahedra rings of SiO2 [37]. No crystalline216

aggregates are evidenced, confirming that the fiber drawing process does not modify the amorphous character of the217

silica network and keeps a good dispersion of RE ions. The ω1, also called R-band, is very sensitive to the Si-O-Si218

motion in larger rings (≥ 5) and gives insights about the overall bonding structure of the amorphous network. Passing219

from preform to melted and fiber samples, we observed a reduction of the ω1 intensity accompanied by a slight220

shift to higher wavenumbers as expected from silica undergoing to thermal treatments [38], densification [39, 40], or221

fiber pulling [14, 41]. This evidence indicates a reduction of the main Si-O bond angle [40] which is more evident222

from preform to melted samples, while the fiber drawing introduces only minor differences in the ω1 band structure.223

Moreover, the relative intensity of the ω1 band with respect to the D1 peak is higher in bulk with respect to the melted224

sample and to the fiber, in accordance with the results of a study of silica samples subjected to thermal treatments at225

different temperatures, where the formation of fourfold and threefold rings of SiO2 tetrahedra was found to increase226

exponentially by temperature increasing [32]. A behavior similar to that reported in [14] of the D1 peak intensity227

compared to that of the ω1 band as a function of the stage of the drawing process can be observed in Fig. 5: indeed,228

in the fiber sample the intensities of the two structures are comparable, whereas the amplitude of the ω1 band is more229

pronounced in the preform slice.230

Moreover, in the samples subjected to high temperature treatments (melted and fiber samples), Raman D1 and D2 peak231

positions were found to slightly shift to higher wavenumbers without any decrease of the peak width with respect to232
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Table 2: Position of the maximum of the D1 and D2 Raman peaks for the three samples investigated. A slight shift to higher wavenumbers occurs

in the thermally treated samples.

Preform Melted Fiber

D1 (cm−1) 486.6 487.7 488.7

D2 (cm−1) 600.1 601.9 602.2

Table 3: Concentration of residual OH groups in the three sol-gel silica samples taken from different stages of the fiber drawing. The evaluation of

the OH content was made following the procedure illustrated in [42].

Preform Melted Fiber

OH content (ppm) 300 180 160

that of the bulk preform, as illustrated in Table 2 and further discussed in the next section.233

As a further investigation of the vibrational properties of sol-gel silica, FTIR spectroscopy has been applied234

besides Raman measurements to detect the vibrational spectra of the OH groups, as belonging either to residual235

H2O or to Si-OH, and the possible variation of the OH content as a consequence of the high temperature treatment236

experienced during fiber drawing. FTIR spectra in the 700 - 4000 cm−1 region are reported in Fig. 6, in reflection237

(left panel) and transmission (right panel) mode, for three RE-doped silica samples belonging to various stages of238

the drawing process, as reported in the legend, and already measured by Raman spectroscopy. The feature at around239

800 cm−1 can be ascribed to the fundamental bending mode of Si-O-Si groups and related to the ω3 band in the240

Raman spectra. The fundamental stretching mode (ν1) at 1120 cm−1 is in good agreement with the weak ω4 Raman241

band and here it is more clearly identified as related to the Si-O-Si bond antisymmetric stretching; the transverse242

(TO) and longitudinal (LO) optical modes are labeled in the Figure. Its overtone (ν2) is visible at 2260 cm−1, along243

with the Si-OH symmetric and antisymmetric stretching mode at 3670 cm−1, useful to monitor the OH content [1].244

The Si-OH concentration was evaluated by following the calibration procedures proposed for fused silica [42], based245

on the measurement of either the peak amplitude or the area subtended to the absorption band at 3670 cm−1. The246

results are reported in Table 3. The high densification temperature of our synthesis leads to sol-gel glasses with very247

low content of OH groups if compared to similar samples treated at lower temperatures [43]. The drawing process248

turned out to positively induce a further reduction of the OH content, providing the desorption of most of the OH249

groups initially present and with a final hydroxil content comparable to sol-gel dehydrated bulk silica intentionally250

doped with fluorine [43, 44]. The presence of OH groups should indeed be limited because it can cause quenching of251

radiative recombinations [45].252

253
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Figure 5: Raman spectra of sol-gel silica at various stages of the drawing process, as reported in the legend, normalized to the ω3 band maximum.
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are related to the overtone of the fundamental band at 2260 cm−1 and to the Si-OH stretching mode at 3670 cm−1. Silica samples coming from

different stages of the drawing process, as listed in the legend, are compared.

3.3. Correlation between mechanical strengthening and vibrational properties254

Raman spectroscopy may give useful information on the local microstructure and crystalline order of a material;255

moreover, it is a non-intrusive technique which, coupled to the nanoindentation method, provides a qualitative in-256

vestigation of residual stresses in sol-gel silica. Indeed, peak shifting yields a direct relationship between process257

conditions and residual stresses. Tensile stresses stretch the lattice and cause the Raman active peaks to shift to-258

wards lower wavenumbers; on the other hand, compressive stresses cause peak shifting towards higher wavenumbers259

[46, 47], due to the enhanced compactness of the glass network. The wavenumber shift is in proportion to the magni-260

tude of the residual stress. The observation of a slight shift of the D1 and D2 peaks to higher wavenumbers in Raman261

measurements, reported in detail in Table 2, thus supports the existence of compressive residual stresses in the fiber262

sample; moreover, it can be related to a tightening of the Si-O-Si bindings expected in well densified glasses [40, 48].263

On the other hand, a definite trend in the peak shift of the fundamental Si-O-Si stretching mode and of its overtone264

cannot be clearly evidenced by FTIR measurements.265

A strengthening of silica glass in the fiber shape is evidenced by the nanoindentation data: as already pointed out266

in the previous sections, an increase of the threshold load for cracks formation occurred in the fibers. An increase of267

the hardness of silica fibers with respect to the melted sample has also been demonstrated both by a shift in the load-268

displacement curves towards a lower maximum penetration depth with the same applied load, shown in Fig. 2(b), and269

by the increase of the parameters values reported in Table 1, resulting by the fit analysis of the unloading segments.270
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This evidence has been related to the existence of compressive stresses both by simulations [49] and experimental271

results [50]; moreover, residual stresses in the fiber cladding turned out to be less intense than in the fiber core, in272

relationship with the thermal and residual stress profiles arisen from the tension applied during fiber formation [51].273

Therefore, we ascribe the observed silica hardening to the presence of compressive residual stresses in the fiber and274

to a densification of silica, both due to a rearrangement of the silica matrix occurring during fiber drawing [52] and275

leading to a more compact silica network. Indeed, a strengthening of silica fibers was obtained on purpose by Lezzi276

et al. [53], by heat-treating the fibers while holding them under a subcritical tensile stress, and was attributed to the277

formation of compressive stress layers created by a surface stress relaxation process.278

Hence, we suggest that the fiber drawing process has induced the observed compressive residual stresses in the fibers,279

possibly caused either by the high temperature treatment under an applied tensile axial stress [54] or by the rapid cool-280

ing of the glass freezing the stresses in the material [10]; the thermal history experienced by the fibers could indeed281

have created axial, tangential, and radial stresses, which can be considered as a sum of thermoelastic and mechani-282

cal pulling [55]. Moreover, the differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluorinated silica cladding283

and the RE-doped fiber core could have contributed to the final fiber residual stresses [56]. To further reinforce the284

obtained results, future research could compare several drawing tests with different drawing speed, by choosing the285

same sample position along the fiber neck-down.286

In addition, we can tentatively further relate the observed silica hardening to the decrease in the OH content reported287

in Table 3, as suggested in [57] for glassy films. The reduction of the OH concentration is a complementary effect288

of the drawing process, playing a role in the rearrangement of the silica matrix and leading to a strengthening of the289

material.290

4. Conclusions291

The mechanical properties of sol-gel silica glass have been investigated, considering different materials, from292

preforms to fibers through the intermediate samples taken from the fiber drawing neck-down. The use of the nanoin-293

dentation technique allowed to deepen the knowledge about the influence of the fiber drawing process, the X-ray294

irradiation, and the dopant specie on the mechanical properties of sol-gel silica glass; concerning the latter two fac-295

tors, no clear dependence was evidenced. The comparison of the obtained results with a standard glass reference296

revealed that sol-gel silica shows good mechanical properties, consistent with those of the reference sample. Most297

notably, we also found that the fiber drawing positively influenced the silica hardness: the fiber form turned out to be298

harder and more resistant to the application of an external load, with respect to the preform it derived from, due to the299

existence of compressive residual stresses. On the other hand, also the complementary investigation of the vibrational300

properties of silica glass, carried out by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy, evidenced that the high temperature treatment301

combined with a quick cooling of the glass induced thermal stresses in the fibers, while also reducing their OH con-302

tent.303
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Therefore, by coupling nanoindentation measurements and vibrational spectroscopy, a correlation can be established304

between the observed phenomena and the occurrence of a structural readjustment of the amorphous SiO2 network,305

which occurs during the drawing process. The crucial role of the drawing-induced residual stresses on the structural306

properties of silica glass was thus demonstrated: the complementary experimental techniques employed in this work307

allowed to shed light on the correlation between structural, vibrational, and mechanical properties of sol-gel silica.308
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